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1.

Executive Summary

This deliverable presents the initial Pledger standardisation plan and activities, including an initial
analysis of targeted standardisation bodies and institutions. A final version of this document will be
released at M36 to include the standardisation activities performed in the project and will additionally
provide a roadmap for future actions.
The scope of the current deliverable constitutes of the following:







to drive the standardisation activities of the project in standardisation bodies and initiatives
to analyse already developed standards and on-going projects in standardisation organisations
to analyse how to map standards with the project’s outputs
to clarify those use cases that are candidate input to relevant standardisation organisations
to enhance specific contribution to relevant standard organisations through the harmonised output of
the project
The main goal of this report is to lift standardisation and contribution to Open Source Community
through well organized and with valuable output activities.
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1

Introduction
1.1 Purpose of the document and methodology

This document presents the initial Pledger standardisation plan and activities, including an initial
analysis of targeted standardisation bodies and institutions. The scope of the current deliverable is to
map the standardisation activities of the project in standardisation bodies and initiatives in order to
introduce standardisation and contribution to Open Source Community through well organized and
with valuable output activities.

1.2 Relation to other project work
This is the first complete standardisation activity of Pledger and contributions are required by all
consortium partners who are keen to provide their contribution to standardisation bodies through their
monitoring and engagement plan.
As part of WP6, this deliverable presents the course of standardisation activities in the project, while
an updated version will follow, namely D6.11, in order to document the standardisation activities
performed entirely by the end of the project and additionally provide a roadmap for future actions.

1.3 Structure of the document
The standardisation bodies and initiatives are described in Section 2 along with their monitory and
engagement plan and the possible contributing of Pledger outputs to the standardisation organisations.
In particular, Alliance for the Internet of Things (AIOTI) is described at first, while IoT European
Research Cluster, FIWARE, ISO 19086-2, Web of Things Working group, Open Cloud Alliance,
European Telecommunications Standards Institute – Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC), Big Data
Value Association and Hyperledger of Linux Foundation follow. The applicability of each use case of
the project is presented as candidate input to the relevant standardisations and initiatives in Section 3.

1.4 Glossary adopted in this document
This subsection contains the list of terms used in this document in order to clarify its meaning to the
readers:
 Distributed ledger technology: a consensus of replicated, shared, and synchronized digital data
geographically spread across multiple locations that is maintained without having a central
administrator.
 Blockchain network: a computer network where each of its participants reads the same blockchain
transaction information.
 Smart contract: a computer program that is able to automatically execute according to the terms
configured within.
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2

Standardisation and Pledger Methodology
2.1 Overall approach

The objective of this section is to present a bird-eye overview of the standardisation bodies and
initiatives that will be followed by the partners. The goal of the standardisation adoption is to ensure
the sustainability of the project results by promoting them to the standardisation working groups. In
the context of its KPIs, Pledger will develop several number of metrics for evaluation and
standardisation, adapted both to general scenarios and to specific application categories, such as
standardisation of SLA metrics definition and description, SLA monitoring, extended analytics
queries, and continuation of procurement consultancy to the EC. Pledger will evaluate the acceptance
of such metrics through user surveys with questionnaires targeting SMEs, industrial stakeholders and
Public Authorities, while the project will leverage research and innovation projects to support the
development and deployment of innovative cloud-based services and next generation applications with
a goal to contribute to standardisation bodies. The cloud computing opportunities created by Pledger
will encourage small to medium size European-based providers to develop and offer cloud-based
services based on the most advanced technologies while contributing and defining future standard
features. Also, Pledger will expand standardisation bodies by addressing future industry and public
sector digitisation needs through contribution to a general ecosystem.
The Pledger partners have obtained significant standardisation relevance and business acumen during
years of experience on the respective fields, thus, their involvement in each standardisation body will
produce important contributions. Each partner is constantly updated about the corresponding
standardisation bodies new features, progress and additions through active participation in specific
communication channels, such as mailing lists, and meetings or workshops. In particular, the progress
in "AIOTI" is monitored by ICCS/NTUA. Regarding "IERC", INTRA is actively engaged, while ENG
is involved in "FIWARE" standard. Furthermore, the "ISO/IEC 19086-2:2018" is monitored by
ICCS/NTUA and the "OACA" is a standardisation body where INNOV and FILL are involved.
Moreover, "ETSI" Industry Specification Group (ISG) on Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC) is
monitored by ATOS, while FILL, ICCS/NTUA and HOLO are engaged in "BDVA". "Hyperledger" of
the Linux Foundation is followed by both INNOV and HOLO, while i2CAT is actively involved in
both "Vision Zero" and "V2X" standards. Table 1 associates each standard with the involved Pledger
consortium partners:
Table 1 Association of partners to standardization bodies.
Standardisation Bodies
AIOTI | Alliance for the Internet of Things Innovation

Partners
ICCS/NTUA

IERC-European Research Cluster on the Internet of Things

INTRA

FIWARE: The Open Source Platform for Our Smart Digital Future

ENG

ISO/IEC 19086-2:2018
Cloud computing – Service level agreement (SLA) framework – Part
2: Metric model

ICCS/NTUA

OACA: Open Alliance for Cloud Adoption

INNOV, FILL

ETSI - European Telecommunications Standards Institute

ATOS
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BDVA - Big Data Value Association

FILL, ICCS/NTUA, HOLO

Hyperledger - The Linux Foundation

INNOV, HOLO

Vision Zero

i2CAT

Vehicle-to-everything (V2X)

i2CAT

2.2 AIOTI | Alliance for the Internet of Things Innovation

2.2.1 Description
The Alliance for the Internet of Things Innovation (AIOTI) launched by the European Commission
and a range of relevant IoT players (industrial, academic, academia and small and medium-sized
enterprises), aims at building and facilitating dialog and interaction between all stakeholders. As by its
fundamental objective, "the foundation of the AIOTI is the production of a unique European IoT
ecosystem to release the possibilities of the IoT". AIOTI has been split into separate working groups
discussing specific cross-cutting problems in the IoT domain and others that focus on boosting
particular vertical domains (Figure 1). AIOTI. focus is to accumulate the various necessities
recognized in IoT and extends innovation activities within and across industries. It builds on the work
of the IoT European Research Cluster (IERC) and aims to help the European Commission in the
planning of future IoT research just as advancement and normalization strategies; this also provides an
opportunity to address legal barriers to further integration of IoT and to forge consensus. Such
partnership will also allow the Commission to plan future IoT research and innovation, standardization
and regulation.

Figure 1: AIOTI Working Groups
Pledger is aiming at participating in three main AIOTI working groups: IoT Standardization, Smart
Cities and Distributed Ledger Technologies.
Standardization already plays a key role in the uptake of IoT. Until then, there will be many benefits
for the Internet of Things from widespread adoption, exchange of value-added data chain and novel
facilities, as global development-industry-standards are essential to ensuring performance,
interoperability economies of scale. In particular, sharing the reference models and the reference
architecture will aid breaking of silos between leading vertical IoT application areas.
The IoT with specific regard to smart cities, networks and public security, have advanced as
independent streams inside the industry activities, while AIOTI is continuously paving the path to
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optimal interoperability. Pledger will benefit from AIOTI working groups standardisation mechanisms
and logic and will better design smart city ecosystem rules and operations.
Finally, Pledger will benefit from distributed ledger technology in the context of increased security
and confidentiality on the highly-vulnerable edge environments. Pledger’s distributed ledgers will
provide a safe setting by operating the IoT services together with permissioned blockchains in an
innovative way.

2.2.2 Monitoring and engagement plan
Alliance for the Internet of Things Innovation (AIOTI) is continuously and rapidly changing. In order
to track such developments, Pledger will identify the interesting workshops from the plethora available
worldwide and follow those more relevant for the project. Pledger will rely on the knowledge acquired
within specific subjects, get inspiration for innovative ideas, and contribute to the improvement of the
quality this field provides. To summarise, the basic idea is to draw knowledge from these workshops
and filter those that meet and suit in the case of Pledger. In conclusion, Pledger will be able to enrich
and apply further contribution that will fulfil its needs.

2.2.3 Mapping with Pledger outputs
As anticipated, Pledger research activities and outputs results map to the core principles and
fundamentals of the corresponding AIOTI working groups, in particular IoT Standardization, Smart
Cities and Distributed Ledger Technologies.
Pledger results will follow the IoT Standardization objectives by addressing the applicable already
existing IoT standards, analysing the gaps and generating innovative strategies and use cases.
Specifically, Pledger results will aim for consolidation of IoT space reference architectures,
architectural styles and frameworks. Furthermore, Pledger outputs will adopt semantic interoperability
principles of the IoT Standardisation working group, while special focus will be accustomed to
sensitive data protection of the various IoT space stakeholder categories.
Moreover, Pledger results will follow the Smart Cities fundamentals that describe the IoT solutions a
smart city needs. Pledger smart city outputs will describe how a city uses those IoT solutions in order
to enhance safety, performance and wellbeing while simultaneously reduces costs and resource
consumption with active and effective citizen engagement.
Finally, Pledger results will follow to a great extent the AIOTI Distributed Ledger Technologies
working group. Specifically, the project will map the corresponding permissioned blockchains logic of
the working group and assist the other AIOTI standards with distributed ledger implementations.
Legal compliance (including GDPR) in the context of AIOTI Distributed Ledger Technologies will be
followed accordingly, while the project results will offer a permissioned blockchain ecosystem for
Pledger where decentralized applications and smart contract will be developed, deployed and
maintained. Pledger Blockchain will adopt the increased security and confidentiality philosophy of the
AIOTI corresponding working group while such mechanisms will support the Pledger edge
environments in the context of the project’s outcomes.

2.3 IERC-European Research Cluster on the Internet of Things

2.4 Description
The aim of European Research Cluster on the Internet of Things is to address the large
potential for IoT-based capabilities in Europe and to coordinate the convergence of ongoing
activities. The IERC definition (Figure 2) states that IoT is "A dynamic global network
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infrastructure with self-configuring capabilities based on standard and interoperable
communication protocols where physical and virtual “things” have identities, physical
attributes, and virtual personalities and use intelligent interfaces, and are seamlessly
integrated into the information network.".
It encompasses a European Dimension that acknowledges that IoT has the capacity to
enhance European competitiveness and drive the development of an information-based
economy and society. A wide range of research and application projects in Europe have been
set up in different application fields. Communication between these projects is an essential
requirement for a competitive industry and for a secure, safe and privacy preserving
deployment of IoT in Europe. In its Global Dimension, IERC facilitates the knowledge
sharing at the global level and will encourage and exchange best practice and new business
models that are emerging in different parts of the world. In this way, measures accompanying
research and innovation efforts are considered to assess the impact of the Internet of Things at
global and industrial level, as well as at the organisational level.

Figure 2 IoT definition according to IERC IoT (source : IERC IoT website).
The IERC is actively involved in ITU-T Study Group 13, which leads the work of the International
Telecommunications Union (ITU) on standards for next generation networks (NGN) and future
networks. Study Group 13 has led ITU's standardization work on next-generation networks and now
caters to the evolution of NGNs, while focusing on future networks and network aspects of mobile
telecommunications.

2.4.1 Monitoring and engagement plan
According to the IERC Cluster book 20201, the Strategic Research and Innovation Agenda, titled
«Internet of Things – The Call of the Edge: Everything Intelligent Everywhere» focuses on new
technological developments that incorporate advances in Artificial Intelligence, Distributed Ledger
Technologies, Edge Computing, new sensing capabilities as well as security and autonomous
1

http://www.internet-of-things-research.eu/pdf/SRIA_IoT_The_Call_of_the_EdgeEverything_Intelligent_Everywhere_9788770221955C3.pdf
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functions, to support and transform the next wave of IoT. Pledger aligns with the overall research
direction of IERC IoT especially in the use of Edge Computing and Distributed Ledgers, as well as the
future outputs from its Use Cases. Furthermore, Pledger will monitor IERC IoT publications as well as
participate in IERC IoT endorsed or organised events and identify potential contributions.
Pledger may also communicate results directly with IERC IoT or seek partnership. Table 2 presents
H2020 projects that are already participating in IERC IoT.
Table 2 H2020 Projects participating in IERC IoT.
Project Acronym

Name of Project

Coordinator

symbIoTe

Symbiosis of smart objects across IoT
environments
Adaptive Gateways for dIverse muLtiple
Environments
Bridging the Interoperability Gap of the IoT
Building an IoT open innovation ecosystem for
connected smart objects
Filling the missing IoT link

Intracom S.A. Telecom
Solutions ,Greece
CREATE-NET, Italy

AGIALE
BIG IoT
bIoTope
INTER-IoT
TagItSmart!
VICINITY
FIESTA-IoT
ARMOUR

Siemens AG, GERMANY
Aalto University, Finland

Enabling IoT of mass-market products
Open virtual neighbourhood network to connect
IoT infrastructures and smart objects”
Federated Interoperable Semantic IoT Testbeds
and Applications
Large-Scale Experiments of IoT Security and
Trust

Polytechnic University of
Valencia, Spain
DunavNET, Serbia
TU Kaiserslautern, Germany
National University of
Galway, Ireland
University Pierre and Marie
Curie, France

To summarise, Pledger may envision various activities with IERC IoT, such as:






aligning Pledger with IERC IoT strategies;
participation to events endorsed or organised by IERC IoT;
monitoring IERC IoT publications;
disseminating results to IERC IoT and seek partnerships.

2.4.2 Mapping with Pledger outputs
Although Pledger’s primary focus is not IoT, the project aligns with the strategic agenda of IERC IoT.
The outputs of the Use Cases and project pilots are excellent candidates to be communicated to IERC
IoT, as issues regarding QoS on the Edge for crucial services can be valuable. Particularly, future
communications with IERC IoT may focus on:

 Use of Distributed Ledger Technologies in the Edge,
 Trusted and secured end-to-end communications in the Edge-Cloud continuum,
 Big Data Management with the capacity for data replication and scalability,
 Leveraging the edge for computationally intensive analysis on IoT data.
These will be particularly showcased in:
 Use Case 1 “Mixed Reality applications on the Edge” where the focus is on computation
capacity for achieving high resolution graphics at the edge, thus enabling AR/VR on the
Edge.
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 Use Case 2 “Edge Infrastructure for enhancing the safety of Vulnerable Road Users
(VRUs)”, where the focus is on monitoring a large number of sensors and enabling critical
safety functions for VRUs.
 Use Case 3 “Manufacturing the data mining on edge”, where the focus is on timely data
recording and performing data-intensive computation for the manufacturing sector.

2.5 FIWARE: The Open Source Platform for Our Smart Digital Future

2.5.1 Description
FIWARE2 is a non-profit organisation founded in the 2016 that aims at promoting,
augmenting, protecting, and validating the technologies as well as the activities of its community. It
encourages the adoption of open standards for the development of “smart solutions” and for the
context data management to facilitate the development in different domains such as Smart Cities,
Smart Industry, Smart IoT.
“Smart solutions” are considered as “Powered by FIWARE” if they include the context information
management provided by the FIWARE Context Broker3, which supports the data extraction,
processing and actuation (Figure 3) and relays on a suite of additional components for deployment
and data management, as well as data manipulation (Figure 4) known as “Generic Enablers”.

Figure 3: FIWARE context data management

2
3

https://www.fiware.org/
https://fiware-orion.readthedocs.io/en/master/
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Figure 4: FIWARE Generic Enablers
All the interactions between applications, Generic Enablers4 and the Context Broker take place using
the FIWARE Next Generation Service Interface (NGSI) RESTful API5, an open standard designed to
manage the entire lifecycle of context information, including updates, queries, registrations, and
subscriptions. The adoption of such standard offers to programmers the ability to integrate their
applications easily with other “Powered by FIWARE” components hence grow a stable framework for
future development.
The aforementioned NGSI APIs includes:

 a data model for context information, using a simple information model based on the notion of
context entities(Figure 5)
 a context data interface for exchanging information

 a context availability interface about how to obtain context information (currently under
discussion whether to keep the separated).
The context entities information model is basically an entity-relationship model6 with attributes having
a name, type and metadata to describe each attribute semantic (e.g. temperature and so on) and
possibly refer to standard data representation.

Figure 5: FIWARE NGSI v2 information model
The definition of a new NGSI data model is considered as the key contribution to FIWARE
standardisation, and a specific guideline7 is provided with design principles to produce a clean model
and ensure it can follow the evolution of the FIWARE platform.

2.5.2 Monitoring and engagement plan
Pledger will monitor the evolution of FIWARE standards and the applicability to Pledger
communication among its major components in order to facilitate the integration and the future
development.
For example, Pledger will leverage on a broker in order to fulfil the requirements related to its
distributed architecture to manage clouds as well as edge infrastructures. On the other hand, Pledger
will integrate existing assets, such as Benchmarking, SLA manager, and so on, and also design and
develop new components like the Decision Support System (DSS), so it will face many different
integration challenges: the adoption of a structured and documented NGSI data model in compliance
with FIWARE standards will facilitate the involvement of opensource community and improve the
project sustainability.
Finally, as the project will both extend existing assets and design new components, a key activity will
be the identification of the possible candidates to be modelled according to FIWARE standards given
the project constraints.

4

https://www.fiware.org/developers/catalogue/
http://fiware.github.io/specifications/ngsiv2/stable/
6
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Entity%E2%80%93relationship_model
7
https://fiware-datamodels.readthedocs.io/en/latest/howto/index.html
5
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2.5.3 Mapping with Pledger outputs
The foreseen contribution to FIWARE will consist into the identification of a subset of its data model
and its design in compliance with the FIWARE reference data context model specifications (for
example, NGSI v28).
In particular, it will be evaluated either to extend an existing component, such as Benchmarking, in
order to relay on an already existing asset, or to drive the development of a new component, such as
the DSS, which should have less design constraints.

2.6 ISO/IEC 19086-2:2018: Metric model

2.6.1 Description
Service Level Agreements have been acknowledged as a mean to achieve increased and guaranteed
Quality of Service regarding offered resources related to Telecom or Cloud services. Standardization
of the description of these agreements is currently active in ISO 190869 series of draft standards and
mainly relate to Cloud based services; however, a large majority of them are also used in conjunction
with IoT related applications and platforms and will be even more included in the case of Edge
computing in cooperative paradigms. Metrics in the case of Cloud computing mainly include
availability, in various forms. However, in the case of IoT, the diversity of the domain as well as the
fact that in many cases the offering of the data is performed via Cloud services, requirements may be
different or more demanding in terms of expressivity.
In the context of Draft Standard ISO-19086-210, ICCS will focus in Cloud SLA specifications and
participate in ISO 19086 draft committee as a liaison in order to provide input for SLAs that could be
offered specifically for the IoT domain and scope and whether they could be described with the
current modelling approach of the standard. Pledger has offered the IoT viewpoint and concrete
examples from the services offered within the its environment, resulting in the initial set of proposed
metrics, included in Table 3:
Table 3 ISO/IEC 19086-2:2018 Cloud computing – SLA framework: Metric model.
IoT Domain Services

Aspects per category

Sensing Services

Quality of Data
Value

Sensitivity

Battery Life

Minimum Sample
Interval

Data Delivery

Availability

Latency

Throughput

#users

Event Processing

Event response time

Compute Events per
second

Size of Complex rule

Intelligence
/Prediction

Error percentage

Prediction Horizon

Response Time

Encryption

Key bit size

Encryption Delay

Privacy

Data block size

Field selection from data schema

Parametric Blurring of Values

8

https://fiware.github.io/specifications/ngsiv2/stable/
https://www.iso.org/standard/67545.html
10
https://www.iso.org/standard/67546.html
9
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Achieving the existence of standardized and machine understandable SLA descriptions could result in
machine-based ranking and selection of IoT services and data, increase QoS and boost uptake of the
respective IoT applications, or even extend to more time/quality critical ones (e.g. in the public safety
or the healthcare domain).

2.6.2 Monitoring and engagement plan
A basic and initial step will be to examine which of the aforementioned standards can be applied and
extended into Pledger and identify those more relevant. Then, a very promising strategy will be to
create surveys with the metrics we propose and send them to IoT experts, in order to receive feedback
on how well they fit the specific case as well as to propose alternative ones. The goal of this approach
is to end up with a plethora of options, which we will be able to adapt and implement as best as
possible. Following that, Pledger will be able to send a report to the main editor of the ISO technical
committee, thus ending up with the final metrics that Pledger will apply and extend in the context of
edge computing.

2.6.3 Mapping with Pledger outputs
The contribution to ISO 19086-2 will mostly follow the standard’s metric model with special focus on
the IoT domain. Pledger outputs will address the various kinds of availability metrics of the standard’s
model with particular contributions. For instance, as far as the sensing services of the metric model are
concerned, Pledger will aim on more sophisticated data value quality through the SLA and smart
contract tools that will be adopted, while sensitivity and minimum sample interval will be of major
importance and focus as well. Furthermore, with regard to data delivery attribute of the metric model,
Pledger results will devote considerable significance to data availability, latency and throughput while
monitoring the appropriate number of users. Concerning processing of events, Pledger outputs will
allocate significant focus on the underlying details of the metric, such as response time of events,
number of events per second and complex rule size. Pledger results will also contribute towards more
effective and clarifying methods for computing error percentage, prediction horizon and response time
in the context of the standard’s corresponding metric.
Moreover, metrics concerning encryption and privacy of sensitive data will be addressed by the
research results of Pledger. Specifically, significant focus will be devoted to the kind of algorithms
that are going to be selected in order to deploy the appropriate encryption mechanisms where
applicable, as well as encryption parameters of key bit size, delay and block size and privacy
parameters of value blurring and data schema.

2.7 OACA: Open Alliance for Cloud Adoption

2.7.1 Description
Open Alliance for Cloud Adoption11 (OACA) enables innovative, safe and agile use of cloud
computing for businesses, a suitable and necessary addition to today’s fast-paced markets. OACA
constitutes a highly engaged and vibrant community of cloud practitioners consisting of a member-led
consortium of global technology organizations dedicated to easing the adoption of interoperable
solutions and services addressing cloud computing for enterprises across the globe (Figure 6).

11

https://www.oaca-project.org/
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Figure 6: Cloud Adoption Framework
OACA main pillars and fundamental backbones consist of requirements identification for cloud
adoption, guides development in order to alleviate the use of cloud computing, and sharing of cloud
adoption practices with principal goal to improve the maturity, safety, and scale of the adoption. The
cloud computing challenges together with quick adoption of software modifications, rapid software
developments and necessary deployment processes require that modern business systems meet
constantly the dynamic and growing needs. The architecture, design and management of software
solutions by microservices is aligned to evolving business needs, and that is the most important reason
why companies are gradually adopting it. Microservices are more flexible and open to dynamic
requirements and the method of combining independent components and services allows applications
to have the potential for high availability, scalability and fault isolation. A combination of different
stacks of technology provides all the advantages that a modern software application needs.
Additionally, OACA enables platforms and applications to have necessary and competitive advantages
in order to perform additional operations, such as data monitoring, data formatting and linking to
various data sources, while these features are also important and mandatory when working with huge
data sets (Big Data) where performance, auditing, privacy and availability are important. Lastly,
OACA following tasks and services are of major importance inside a complete cloud adoption
procedure or between different processes: improving protection and security of personal data, growing
consumer trust in cloud service providers, streamlining governance, risk management and cloud
service compliance.

2.7.2 Monitoring and engagement plan
Pledger will adopt the OACA standard’s principles with special focus on where applications for
microservices are structured and describe them in such a manner, so that such applications can be
deployed and orchestrated independent of a specific platform. Microservices architecture patterns will
address to a company’s chief officers and explain the structure and the purpose of each microservice.
Microservices are interoperable solutions for today and future needs and they can be easily connected
to the huge area of cloud computing and therefore provide a linkage to the enterprises across the
world. The monitoring plan is also aiming to keep track of the OACA progress upon its various
initiatives, including microservices architecture pattern, while all related publications will be
monitored. As soon as concrete results are emerged, OACA will be contacted in order to be provided
with further knowledge around the concept. Furthermore, new knowledge will be obtained regarding
all the latest security trends and standards.
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2.7.3 Mapping with Pledger outputs
Pledger results and research will follow the OACA principles on a detailed and specialised level. In
particular, Pledger outputs will adopt the innovative standards of OACA for safer and more agile use
of cloud infrastructures by engaging with the OACA members and community and primarily
embracing interoperability between cloud components. Pledger results will support the OACA
approach of requirements identification when adopting the necessary cloud principles, while Pledger
will be able to contribute to cloud adoption practices. Additionally, Pledger results will be addressing
the dynamic and growing market demands on cloud computing by adopting OACA high availability,
scalability and fault isolation methods. Moreover, Pledger will be contributing to data operations
procedures, such as monitoring, formatting and source linking, while coupling the technological
aspects and features originated with big data requirements, such as availability, auditing and privacy.
Finally, Pledger holistic approach to cloud adoption processes will be focusing on cloud service
providers’ trust and compliance while supporting data protection with management of risk and
streamlining.

2.8 ETSI - European Telecommunications Standards Institute
2.8.1 Description
ETSI12 is a not-for-profit institute with more than 900 members worldwide, including industry and
academia representatives, as well as public organizations. Inside ETSI, there is an Industry
Specification Group (ISG)13 on Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC) as in Figure 6. The group
provides specifications to enable applications to be hosted in a multi-vendor multi-access edge
computing environment. In this way, all actors will be benefited from the approach, from the value
chain going from mobile operators and application developers to vendors, providers and integrators.

12
13

https://www.etsi.org/
https://www.etsi.org/about/our-operations
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Figure 7: Multi-access edge system reference architecture14
The reference architecture provided by the group represents the hosts and management components
needed to run applications within a network. The blocks are explained as follows:

 MEC host: provides compute, storage and network resources to run applications through a
MEC platform and a virtualization infrastructure.
 MEC platform: provides the functionalities needed to run applications on the virtualization
infrastructure.
 MEC applications: applications instantiated on the virtualization infrastructure based on the
configuration specified by the MEC management.
 MEC management: is the combination of the system and host level management.
 MEC system level management: orchestrates applications and resources.
 MEC host level management: comprises the platform manager and the virtualization
infrastructure manager.
At the same time, the group works on a reference architecture for Mobile Edge Computing to the
describe a system that enables efficient and seamless applications execution in a mobile network.

14

https://www.etsi.org/deliver/etsi_gs/MEC/001_099/003/02.01.01_60/gs_MEC003v020101p.pdf
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Figure 8: Mobile edge system reference architecture15
As it can be seen in Figure 8, the structure and the components are the same of the multi-access one
applied to mobile edge applications.

2.8.2 Monitoring and engagement plan
Regarding potential contributions, Pledger will do a closer watch on the advancements of the ISG in
order to identify any gap that can be cover for the project related to multi-access edge computing.
In particular, there are two open contributions process:

 Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC); Framework and Reference Architecture: the latest
version was released in January 2019 and there is an update process in place16. The process
aims to correct errors and omissions in the previous version related to the specifications and
to better align the MEC architecture with them. Once the new version is approved, it will be
easier to map the architecture developed in Pledger with the one proposed by ETSI
 Mobile Edge Computing (MEC); Framework and Reference Architecture: the latest version
of this architecture was released in March 2016 and there is an update in preparation 17. As
well as with the previous one, this update will correct errors and omissions in the current
version.
There is another possibility not only for monitoring, but also for engaging the ISG with Pledger
findings. It is related to the participation in the MEC PoC Framework18. The ISG launched this
initiative to demonstrate the viability of the technology providing feedback to the standardization work
(Figure 9).
15

https://www.etsi.org/deliver/etsi_gs/MEC/001_099/003/01.01.01_60/gs_MEC003v010101p.pdf
https://portal.etsi.org/webapp/workprogram/Report_WorkItem.asp?WKI_ID=57686
17
https://portal.etsi.org/webapp/workprogram/Report_WorkItem.asp?WKI_ID=57686
18
https://www.etsi.org/technologies/multi-access-edge-computing/mec-poc
16
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Figure 9: PoC activity process19
Being augmented reality one of the main use cases identified by the ISG, it can be used not only to
validate the proposed architecture but to do a comparison between Pledger and MEC ones, identifying
gaps and proposing updates that can be beneficial for the project.

2.8.3 Mapping with Pledger outputs
With regards to Pledger results, not only architectures can be mapped but also other additional
research results such as blockchain.
Alastria20, member of ETSI, is a non-profit organisation fostering digital economy through the
development of blockchain and distributed ledger technologies. Applying blockchain technologies to
19

https://www.etsi.org/deliver/etsi_gs%5CMEC-IEG%5C001_099%5C005%5C01.01.01_60%5Cgs_MECIEG005v010101p.pdf
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the edge it is something not initially considered in the overall picture of the MEC reference
architecture. As one of the main research focus of Pledger is applying blockchain to edge computing,
these findings can be a good complement to the work develop within ETSI and can promote Pledger
results as a reference in the area.

2.9 BDVA – Big Data Value Association

2.9.1 Description
The Big Data Value Association (BDVA)21 is an industry-driven international not–for-profit
organisation with more than 200 members all over Europe and a well-balanced composition of large,
small, and medium-sized industries as well as research and user organizations. BDVA is the private
counterpart to the EU Commission to implement the Big Data Value PPP program22. BDVA and the
Big Data Value PPP pursue a common shared vision of positioning Europe as the world leader in the
creation of Big Data Value.
The mission of the BDVA is to develop the Innovation Ecosystem that will enable the data and AIdriven digital transformation in Europe delivering maximum economic and societal benefit, and,
achieving and sustaining Europe’s leadership on Big Data Value creation and Artificial Intelligence.
The Big Data Value Association (BDVA) presents a Big Data reference model23. The model consists
of horizontal tiers that encompass aspects of the data processing chain, and vertical tiers that focus on
cross-cutting issues, such as trust and cybersecurity (Figure 10).

20

https://alastria.io/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/POLI-TICAS-GOBIERNO-Y-OPERACIO-N-REDALASTRIA-V1.01-DEF-en-GB.pdf
21
https://www.bdva.eu/
22
https://www.bdva.eu/sites/default/files/BDV%20PPP%20COOPERATION%20CHARTER%20January%2020
19_approved.pdf
23
https://bdva.eu/sites/default/files/BDVA_SRIA_v4_Ed1.1.pdf
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Figure 10: Big Data Value Association Reference Model.
The BDV Reference Model is structured into horizontal and vertical concerns.

 Horizontal concerns cover specific aspects along the data processing chain, starting with data
collection and ingestion, and extending to data visualisation. It should be noted that the horizontal
concerns do not imply a layered architecture. As an example, data visualisation may be applied
directly to collected data (the data management aspect) without the need for data processing and
analytics.

 Vertical concerns address cross-cutting issues, which may affect all the horizontal
concerns. In addition, vertical concerns may also involve non-technical aspects.
Each of the concerns are briefly described below. For the horizontal concerns:

 Data Visualisation and User Interaction: Advanced visualisation approaches for improved user
experience.

 Data Analytics: Data analytics to improve data understanding, deep learning and the







meaningfulness of data.
Data Processing Architectures: Optimised and scalable architectures for analytics of both data-atrest and data-in-motion, with low latency delivering real-time analytics.
Data Protection: Privacy and anonymisation mechanisms to facilitate data protection. This is
shown related to data management and processing as there is a strong link here, but it can also be
associated with the area of cybersecurity.
Data Management: Principles and techniques for data management.
The Cloud and High-Performance Computing (HPC): Effective Big Data processing and data
management might imply the effective usage of Cloud and High-Performance Computing
infrastructures. This area is separately elaborated further in collaboration with the Cloud and HighPerformance Computing (ETP4HPC) communities.
IoT, CPS, Edge and Fog Computing: A main source of Big Data is sensor data from an IoT context
and actuator interaction in Cyber Physical Systems. In order to meet real-time needs, it will often be
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necessary to handle Big Data aspects at the edge of the system. This area is separately elaborated
further in collaboration with the IoT (Alliance for Internet of Things Innovation (AIOTI)) and CPS
communities.
For the vertical concerns:

 Big Data Types and Semantics: The following 6 Big Data types have been identified, based on the







fact that they often lead to the use of different techniques and mechanisms in the horizontal
concerns, which should be considered, for instance, for data analytics and data storage: (1)
Structured data; (2) Time series data; (3) Geospatial data; (4) Media, Image, Video and Audio data;
(5) Text data, including Natural Language Processing data and Genomics representations; and (6)
Graph data, Network/Web data and Metadata. In addition, it is important to support both the
syntactical and semantic aspects of data for all Big Data types.
Standards: Standardisation of Big Data technology areas to facilitate data integration, sharing
and interoperability.
Communication and Connectivity: Effective communication and connectivity mechanisms are
necessary in providing support for Big Data. This area is separately further elaborated, along with
various communication communities, such as the 5G community.
Cybersecurity: Big Data often need support to maintain security and trust beyond privacy and
anonymisation. The aspect of trust frequently has links to trust mechanisms such as
blockchain technologies, smart contracts and various forms of encryption.
Engineering and DevOps for building Big Data Value systems: This topic will be elaborated
in greater detail along with the NESSI24 Software and Service community.
Marketplaces, Industrial Data Platforms and Personal Data Platforms (IDPs/PDPs), Ecosystems for
Data Sharing and Innovation Support: Data platforms for data sharing include, in particular, IDPs
and PDPs, but also other data sharing platforms like Research Data Platforms (RDPs) and
Urban/City Data Platforms (UDPs). These platforms facilitate the efficient usage of a number of the
horizontal and vertical Big Data areas, most notably data management, data processing, data
protection and cybersecurity.

2.9.2 Monitoring and engagement plan
Pledger will utilize data management principles and contribute to data protection through privacy and
anonymization techniques while to cybersecurity as well. Big Data needs maintenance mechanisms for
security and trust which frequently links blockchain technologies, smart contracts and various forms of
encryption.
With regard to BDVA specifically, Pledger will explore and attempt improvements and contributions
with focus on data visualisation and user interaction. In particular, progressive visualisation techniques
for advanced quality of user experience will be the main focus in this technological specification field.
Concerning data analytics, Pledger will aim to enhance data comprehension, deep learning and the
significant value of data, while for the data processing architectures, a scalable and holistic approach
will be adopted for the entire architecture of Pledger, that will benefit the exploitation and facilitation
of data-at-rest and data-in-motion in a time-efficient system. Regarding data security and preservation,
information privacy and anonymisation together will be the main focus of the developed methods,
while there is also an important relevance with the principles that will be adopted for data management
and cybersecurity as well. Furthermore, respecting the Cloud and High-Performance Computing
(HPC) infrastructures, Pledger will embrace directions towards productive Big Data handling and data
management with special collaboration with the related communities (ETP4HPC). Additionally, with
regard to IoT, CPS and edge and fog computing, Pledger will exploit sensor data as well as actuator
24

http://www.nessi-europe.com/Files/Private/NESSI_SE_WhitePaper-FINAL.pdf
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interaction information towards possible improvements and contributions, since Big Data, IoT and
Cyber Physical Systems constitute fundamental technological specification fields. Pledger envisions
and will satisfy real-time requirements on the cloud, edge and fog environments as essential axes of
the project and significant BDVA territories. IoT, edge and fog computing activities in Pledger will be
in sync with other communities, such as the Alliance for Internet of Things Innovation (AIOTI) and
the CPS communities. Concerning Big Data types and semantics, Pledger will interoperate and
manage different data categories that are mainly prompting for a variety of different mechanisms and
methods for handling the data while assisting syntactical and semantic aspects in the entire data
spectrum of Big Data. Moreover, with regard to standards, Pledger will adopt standardisation of Big
Data in order to support data integration, sharing and interoperability, while at the same time Pledger
will endorse those mechanisms which are necessary for communication and connectivity, which will
be further enhanced by several communication communities, such as the 5G community. Concerning
cybersecurity, it is itself a very significant territory inside the project, hence Pledger will aim to handle
and sustain security and nodes trust on the edge, fog and cloud through Big Data privacy and
anonymisation, while allocating and even more crucial adoption on cutting-edge trust mechanisms
such as blockchain technologies, smart contracts, decentralized applications and various forms of
encryption. Pledger vision of Big Data Value systems engineering and DevOps will be in sync with
the NESSI Software and Service community. Finally, the project will conceive the concept and head
towards the facilitation of efficient usage of a number of the horizontal and vertical Big Data areas,
such as marketplaces, Industrial Data Platforms and Personal Data Platforms (IDPs/PDPs), as well as
Research Data Platforms (RDPs) and Urban/City Data Platforms (UDPs).

2.9.3 Mapping with Pledger outputs
With regard to Pledger outputs, the results and research of the project will map the BDVA layers on an
analytical and technological level. The different use cases of Pledger and the coordination of different
systems in a single platform will combine Big Data with Edge and Cloud with Blockchains and
Distributed Ledger Technology.
In particular, Pledger results concerning data determination and user experience will follow the BDVA
Data Visualisation and User Interaction principles. Pledger analytics will be led by the BDVA data
analytics vision to improve data understanding, deep learning and data value. Pledger architecture will
be a product of the data processing architectural approaches of BDVA, which aims at delivering
efficient and scalable architectures with low latency real-time analytics. Furthermore, Pledger
utilization and exploitation of data safety mechanisms along with the domain of cybersecurity, will be
accompanied and influenced highly by the BDVA privacy and anonymisation approaches that
facilitate data preservation and security together with data management and processing principles.
Pledger course and findings on Cloud and High-Performance Computing (HPC) will be determined by
the effective Big Data processing and data management of BDVA along with other cloud and highperformance computing communities.
Moreover, Pledger results relating to sensor data and actuator interaction components are prone to
satisfy any real-time requirements for Big Data handling on the edge and fog, hence follow the BDVA
logic once again. Here, the collaboration with communities such as AIOTI and CPS is possible.
Pledger data manipulation results will have various structures according to BDVA’s Big Data Types
and Semantics, while the six BDVA identified Big Data types, i.e. structured data, time series data,
geospatial data, media data, text data – which includes Natural Language Processing data and
Genomics representations – and graph or networking and web data and metadata, that will prompt for
usage of different data handling mechanisms and techniques, will be the main pillars of categorization
of the Pledger data in general. Pledger results interoperability and integration, as well as data sharing,
will follow the BDVA techniques, while Pledger developed architectural modules communication and
connectivity will adopt the relevant Big Data methods and procedures of BDVA and several other
communication communities. Concerning the findings of the project on cybersecurity and Big Data,
Pledger results will maintain trust beyond privacy and anonymisation as BDVA. Trust inside the
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project will be a product of different mechanisms related to blockchain technologies, smart contracts
and DLTs as well. Pledger output will be built based on BDVA engineering and DevOps principles
with focus on Big Data Value systems and collaboration with the NESSI Software and Service
community. A number of horizontal and vertical Big Data areas of the BDVA will be represented on
the Pledger findings with a main objective on marketplaces, Industrial Data Platforms and Personal
Data Platforms (IDPs/PDPs) as described in the BDVA, but also other data sharing platforms like
Research Data Platforms (RDPs) and Urban/City Data Platforms (UDPs).

2.10 Hyperledger - The Linux Foundation

2.10.1 Description
The Linux Foundation25 is helping Hyperledger26 to build the fastest growing open source ecosystem
for business blockchain technology. The Linux Foundation and Hyperledger provide the infrastructure
for open development to occur among a diverse and thriving community. Hyperledger is an open
source community focused on developing a suite of stable frameworks, tools and libraries for
enterprise-grade blockchain deployments (Figure 11). It serves as a neutral home for various
distributed ledger frameworks27 including Hyperledger Fabric, Sawtooth, Indy, as well as tools28 like
Hyperledger Caliper and libraries29 like Hyperledger Ursa.

Figure 11: Hyperledger: Blockchain Technologies for Business
Distributed ledgers can have vastly different requirements for different use cases. For instance, when
participants share high levels of trust—such as between financial institutions with legal agreements—
blockchains can add blocks to the chain with shorter confirmation times by using a more rapid
consensus algorithm. On the other hand, when there is minimal trust between participants, they must
tolerate slower processing for added security. Hyperledger embraces the full spectrum of use cases.
All Hyperledger projects follow the same design philosophy of modularity, high security,
interoperability, crypto-currency agnostic and APIs completion. Any business network that records
25

https://www.linuxfoundation.org/projects/
https://www.hyperledger.org/
27
https://www.hyperledger.org/use/distributed-ledgers
28
https://www.hyperledger.org/use/tools
29
https://www.hyperledger.org/use/libraries
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transactions – and can’t depend on a central proxy that everyone has to trust, and for which those
ledgers must be immutable – can be remade through blockchain technology.
Hyperledger Fabric30 is a platform for building distributed ledger solutions, with a modular
architecture that delivers high degrees of confidentiality, flexibility, resiliency, and scalability. This
enables solutions developed with Fabric to be adapted for any industry. Fabric allows components,
such as consensus and membership services, to be plug-and-play. It leverages container technology to
host smart contracts called “chaincode” that contain the business rules of the system. And it’s designed
to support various pluggable components, and to accommodate the complexity that exists across the
entire economy. Starting from the premise that there are no “one-size-fits-all’’ solutions, Fabric is an
extensible blockchain platform for running distributed applications. It supports various consensus
protocols, so it can be tailored to different use cases and trust models. Fabric runs distributed
applications written in general-purpose programming languages without depending on any native
cryptocurrency. This stands in sharp contrast to most other blockchain platforms for running smart
contracts, which either require code to be written in a domain-specific language or else rely on a
cryptocurrency. Furthermore, Fabric uses a portable notion of membership for the permissioned
model, which can be integrated with industry-standard identity management. To support such
flexibility, Fabric takes a novel architectural approach and revamps the way blockchains cope with
non-determinism, resource exhaustion, and performance attacks. Fabric also can also create channels,
which enable a group of participants to create a separate ledger of transactions, i.e. a private chain of
records. This is especially important for networks where some participants might be competitors who
don’t want every transaction—such as a special price offered to some but not all—known to every
participant in the network. If a group of participants form a channel, only those participants and no
others have copies of the ledger for that channel.
Hyperledger Explorer31 provides a dashboard for viewing information about blocks, node logs,
statistics, smart contracts, transactions, and any other information stored in the blockchain. Users can
query for specific blocks or transactions to view the complete details. Explorer can be integrated with
any authentication or authorization platforms, either commercial or open source, to provide the
functions appropriate to a user’s privileges. The goals of the Explorer project include:

 To create a generic web-based blockchain explorer that’s easy to install and use with different
blockchain platforms.
 To use the latest tools and technologies to make Explorer easy to implement, maintain, and extend.
 To support the standard package managers on most popular platforms to ensure the Explorer is
quick and easy to install Hyperledger Explorer currently supports the Hyperledger Fabric
framework.

2.10.2 Monitoring and engagement plan
With regard to the Hyperledger umbrella specifically, Pledger will essentially explore and attempt
improvements and contributions on the Hyperledger distributed ledger of Fabric and the Hyperledger
tool of Explorer, while the entire Pledger efforts might end up adding for other Hyperledger projects
as well. With a vision to support and extend the open source community of the Linux Foundation,
Pledger will embrace the fundamentals of open source and mainly benefit from its various advantages.
In particular, Pledger will lead towards the exploitation of enterprise-grade DLTs with privacy
support. Pledger will examine its own solution so as to be adaptable for any relevant industry while at
the same time, the project will explore plug-and-play mechanisms on the distributed ledger
30
31

https://www.hyperledger.org/projects/fabric
https://www.hyperledger.org/projects/explorer
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technologies, such as consensus and membership services, towards optimization of operation and
offering respectively. The project will accommodate Pledger-custom smart contracts that will
encompass the required system business intelligence. Pledger will support the intricacies of an entire
economical background with a scheme adaptable to several pluggable modules in the context of
Hyperledger Fabric. Pledger will offer its own extensible blockchain platform where smart contracts,
consensus mechanisms and distributed applications will be hosted. Furthermore, the project will
sustain several consensus protocols through which various use-case-specific trust capabilities will be
possible to configure and deploy, while trust in other parts of the project, such as edge computing
nodes, will be also supported by the Pledger’s activities. Moreover, Pledger will direct its efforts
towards exploring tokenization on newly developed Pledger functionalities along the project’s
blockchain, leveraging general-purpose programming languages towards building decentralized
applications and configuring tokenization-specific smart contracts. Also, security and reliability along
with resilience will be the main domains that Pledger will provide innovation by tackling the
corresponding technological challenges. Additionally, Pledger will aim towards the preservation and
maintenance along with the aforementioned security of privacy of sensitive, confidential-level and
user data through the adoption of Fabric’s channels and the attempt the synchronize and consolidate
such process into automatic by the Pledger platform deployed procedures. Private data will be secured
inside the same Pledger blockchain network following an architecture of separately administered by
privileged members private ledgers with their own network of smart contracts and transactions.
Finally, Pledger will lead towards the visualization of its blockchain network information and details.
Through Explorer, Pledger will feature dynamic representations of the blockchain network where
blocks, node logs, statistics, smart contracts, transactions, and any other information stored on-chain
will be viewed. Pledger will contribute in the blockchain data visualization and representation while
envisioning a pluggable platform with extension possibilities.

2.10.3 Mapping with Pledger outputs
Regarding the Pledger outputs, the results and research of the project will map the Hyperledger
benefits and protocols in an innovative way while maintaining an analytical and technological
improving concept. The different use cases of Pledger along with the organization of different systems
in a singular platform will combine big data with edge and cloud computing with blockchains and
distributed ledger technology.
With regard to the Hyperledger umbrella specifically, Pledger will follow the Hyperledger
specifications and standardisation of Fabric distributed ledger and Explorer Hyperledger tool, while
the whole project efforts will acquire a general Hyperledger logic. Through Fabric, Pledger will build
its own distributed ledger solution and establish within it high measures of confidentiality and data
integrity along with structural flexibility, scalability and resilience, all together on a holistic modular
architectural schema. Pledger will embrace the fundamentals of open source envisioning to support
and extend the open source community of the Linux Foundation. The project will build its
decentralized solutions with regard to privacy while developing an enterprise-grade DLT. Pledger will
follow a modular architecture adopting data integrity and scalability mechanisms, while the project’s
DLT solution will leverage from reliability, flexibility and resilience according to Hyperledger Fabric
standards. Pledger will support industry-standard identity management through its built distributed
ledger with permissioned blockchain membership service providers. The main foundation will be the
containerization of the blockchain node modules while on top of them smart contracts and
decentralized applications will define the enterprise logic of the entire Pledger blockchain system and
its capabilities. Pledger DLT will adopt the complexity management of Hyperledger while attempting
to provide plug-and-play components in an expandable scheme. Pledger blockchain modules and
architecture will establish a permissioned identity management model within the network which will
be fully compatible with the respective industry identification standards, while different trust models
and mechanisms will be possible on Pledger blockchain. Thus, Pledger blockchain will have industry
readiness accompanied with pluggable components with regard to consensus and membership service
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providers. Following Fabric’s design and configuration environment, Pledger will run smart contracts
and decentralized applications using general-purpose programming languages without dependencies
on domain-specific ones. Furthermore, Pledger will adopt Hyperledger Fabric’s security and
confidentiality features by enabling its own new data integrity and safety rules, creating a reliable
blockchain network protected from state-of-the-art attacks. Moreover, Pledger will follow a similar
methodology when it comes to privacy and protecting sensitive data by adopting the Fabric’s privacy
mechanisms and creating its own automatic privacy adjusting ones, where privileged blockchain
network participants can view and interact with certain data within the protected Pledger blockchain
network. Finally, concerning blockchain statistics and other ledger data, Pledger will follow the
Hyperledger Explorer approach, where the project will provide custom visualisation techniques for
displaying the necessary data to the corresponding network entities. Through Explorer, Pledger will
feature dynamic representations of its blockchain network where different detailed statistics will be
viewed, such as blocks, node logs, statistics, smart contracts, transactions, and any other relative
information. Pledger will contribute in the blockchain data visualization and representation while
envisioning a pluggable platform with extension capabilities and with focus on privacy of sensitive
data and confidentiality.

2.11 LF Edge Foundation

2.11.1 Description
LF Edge Foundation32 is the umbrella organization for creating a common framework for hardware
and software for edge computing. The foundation is not focused in one single vertical, aiming to
support cross-sectorial innovation. Main appliances go from manufacturing, cities and government,
energy, transportation, retail, home and building automation, automotive, logistics and healthcare.
Within such community, EdgeX Foundry33 is the project with more similarities with Pledger. EdgeX
Foundry is a vendor-neutral interoperability framework to enable collaboration on open and
interoperable IoT solution with existing and self-created connectivity standards (Figure 12). The main
goal of this project is to build and promote its architecture as the key reference for unifying edge
computing.

32

https://www.lfedge.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/LFedge_Whitepaper.pdf
https://wiki.edgexfoundry.org/display/FA/Introduction+to+EdgeX+Foundry
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Figure 12: EdgeX Foundry architecture
EdgeX offers a micro-services software platform which permits to build an IoT gateway functionality
out of an edge device. Proposed software components allow to obtain data from the so-called South
Side (IoT objects within the physical realm) with cloud services (North Side) in which data can be
stored, aggregated, analysed and converted into actionable information. The framework also
contemplates actuation processed from North to South Side.
The architecture is structured with the following service layers:

 Core Services: it offers the set of services that communicates and orchestrates North and South
Sides. These services include:
- Core data: persistent data repository and associated services for data obtained from South Side
objects.
- Command: enables the actuation requests from cloud (North Side) to IoT objects (South Side).
- Metadata: offers a repository and management service which stores metadata of the IoT objects
connected to EdgeX Foundry instance.
- Registry and Config: enables the EdgeX instance configuration.
 Supporting Services: it offers monitoring, alert and notification services; analytics understood as
simple rules engine (Drools34) over collected data and mechanisms for scheduling data clean-up
once transmitted to North Side.
 System Management: enables EdgeX services lifecycle management (installation, upgrade, start,
stop) as well as mechanisms to obtain monitoring information about the framework services.
 Export Services Layer: offers integration to North Side services implemented by means of three
different mechanisms: direct integration with Google IoT Core35; integration with client defined
service which receives notifications of data being available; and by means of a Distribution
mechanism implemented on top of Spring integration which enables data distribution through
REST, MQTT, or 0MQ to client defined endpoints.

34

https://www.drools.org/
https://cloud.google.com/iot-core
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 Device Services Layer: this layer provides a set of services which allows the interaction with IoT
devices. It offers an extensible mechanism to build EdgeX Foundry Device Service microservice for
new devices.

2.11.2 Monitoring and engagement plan
Pledger will monitor the evolution of this project in order to understand its applicability to the
developed components to identify complementarities between both and potential gaps in both
architectures that can be covered with results from EdgeX or Pledger.
Being Linux Foundation such a big community with their own customers, it is of capital importance to
not lose the focus on their current advancements what can remain in a lack of competitiveness of
Pledger results.

2.11.3 Mapping with Pledger outputs
A potential contribution of Pledger to the EdgeX Foundry project can rely on the further adaptation of
the Core Data Services to be adapted to support distributed storage system for clustered edge devices.

2.12 Cloud Native Computing Foundation

2.12.1 Description
CNCF36 is the most mature community of the Linux Foundation, running several projects and offering
training services, among others, to a wide portfolio of use cases from different sectors, such as
Adidas37, Netflix38, ING39 or Slack40.
Withing the community, KubeEdge Project41 runs in parallel to Pledger, developing a “native
containerized application orchestration capabilities to hosts at edge”. It offers infrastructure services
that combine networking, application deployment and metadata synchronization among cloud and
edge environments. It is important to note, that overall KubeEdge architecture considers a centralised
edge management which is performed from the cloud level. The consideration of a cluster of devices
at the edge requires a current state of the integration among KubeEdge and standard Kubernetes42.

36

https://www.cncf.io/
https://www.adidas.com/
38
https://www.netflix.com/
39
https://www.ing.com/Home.htm
40
https://slack.com/
41
https://kubeedge.io/en/
42
https://kubernetes.io/
37
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Figure 13: KubeEdge architecture
Edge Level:

 EdgeD manages the lifecycle of applications (pods) at a single node level. It allows the
configuration of monitoring probes, secrets, container runtimes and volumes.

 EventBus: allows to send/receive messages based on MQTT topics.
 DeviceTwin: stores a registry of available edge devices.
 Meta-Manager: processes messages among EdgeD and EdgeHub. It also permits to manage
metadata from/to lightweight.

 EdgeHub centralises the interaction among the different edge components and the cloud.
Cloud Level:

 EdgeController: enables the management of an edge environment. It permits to handle both
operation operations and operation from/to edge environment.

 DeviceControler: it is the component responsible for IoT device management. It makes use of
Kubernetes Custom Resource Definitions for device description. Device instances belong to a
model and allow to get static device data (specification) and dynamic data about its status.
 CloudHub: Enables the interaction among the cloud and edge layer.
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2.12.2 Monitoring and engagement plan
As it happens with other Linux Foundation projects presented in this section, Cloud Native is a widely
recognized and reputed initiative that counts with a large portfolio of customers and users. Pledger will
analyse the Edge Level from KubeEdge architecture and the way pods are managed transmitting
messages through the bus.

2.12.3 Mapping with Pledger outputs
A potential contribution of Pledger might be the reusage of the EventBus to include monitored QoS
data needed for the configuration and orchestration of probes at Edge Level.
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3

Use Case applicability

The objective of this section is to present the applicability of the project use cases as candidate inputs
to the standardisation bodies and initiatives described in section 2.

3.1 Use Case 1: Mixed reality applications on the edge
3.1.1 BDVA – Big Data Value Association
Augmented Reality (AR) applications generate and send huge amounts of data that needs to be
processed at the edge/cloud, while also maintaining a low-latency and a high bandwidth. This could be
achieved through BDVA which delivers efficient and scalable architectures with low latency.
Furthermore, a layer of security and privacy would be added using blockchain technologies.
In situations where UC1 is used in industrial environments, where the CAD file sizes are in the
magnitude of gigabytes. The use of efficient and scalable architectures becomes indispensable in order
to provide low latencies for the end user.

3.1.2 Hyperledger – Linux Foundation
The handshake in UC1 between client and server is expected to be done through a smart contract
deployed in the Blockchain. Therefore, if nothing changes, using Hyperledger Fabric to deploy our
smart contract and use a set of trusted nodes for obtaining data results in rapid transactions with less
latency. In addition, the visualization of the blockchain data, such as information about blocks, node
logs, statistics, smart contracts or transactions to the corresponding blockchain network participants
through Hyperledger Explorer allows transparency and gives a clear idea on what exactly is going
through the Blockchain.

3.2 Use Case 2: Edge Infrastructure for enhancing the safety of vulnerable
road users

3.2.1 Vision Zero
UC2 will implicitly contribute to the investigations framed by the European road safety working
package, in particular the «Vision Zero» program43. Depending on the outcome of the use case
implementation and its success, as well as its potential for future follow-up investigation and/or
beyond-prototype development, the city council and/or Barcelona mobility services might continue the
developments kicked off in Pledger. The aim could be to develop a model that involves usage of 5G
and V2X technologies to increase the safety for VRUs in the city, using the results from Pledger as an
initial input about expected reliability, latency and any other KPI that could be measured on a use case
level. Further, the design and validation of the VRU gadget that will be developed in Pledger can yield
important insights and experience that could be used for the future development of more compact and
energy efficient solutions that can be easily integrated in shared mobility platforms such as bicycle
sharing or even unipersonal solutions that can flexibly be used in a variety of ways.

43

https://visionzeronetwork.org/
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3.2.2 Vehicle-to-everything (V2X)
If Kubernetes is chosen as platform to deploy the UC services in Pledger, the use of the open source
code throughout the duration of the project could lead to an active contribution via code additions or
modifications. No concrete modifications or additions to the Kubernetes platform are foreseen at the
moment while any contribution would emerge from a situation where code modifications might be
useful or necessary to deliver the functionality required to integrate it with the Pledger platform.

3.3 Use Case 3: Manufacturing the data mining on the edge
3.3.1 BDVA – Big Data Value Association
UC3 will contribute to the Big Data Value Association by providing a best-practice example for
combining Big Data Analytics and processing on Edge and Cloud in a safe and secure way. Pledger
enables the exploration of methods to establish security and trust between the customer and the service
provider. These topics frequently link blockchain technologies, smart contracts and various forms of
encryption. The gained insights and results can be proposed to be integrated to the goals and standards
in BDVA.
Furthermore, during the execution of this use case, an extended version of the V-Model based on VDI
220644 will be used and evaluated. Especially the usability will be checked and how it is suitable for
developing a service compatible with the Pledger architecture. The successful evaluation will directly
contribute to the goals of BDVA.

Figure 14: Extended V-Model based on VDI 2206

44
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3.3.2 OACA
Use case 3 will provide an example for cloud adoption and its identified requirements. The results of
the project contribute to the alleviation for the use of cloud computing in the manufacturing industry
and related fields and will improve the maturity, safety, and scale of existing adoptions.
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4

Conclusions and next steps

This deliverable contains an overview of the standardisation bodies and initiatives followed by the
partners, together with the activities to ensure the project results sustainability by promoting the latter
to the corresponding standardisation working groups. Furthermore, the deliverable analyses the
applicability of the project use cases taken as candidate inputs to these standardisation organisations.
The monitoring process constitutes of each standard monitoring plan and its main goal is to drive the
standardisation activities of the project in standardisation bodies and initiatives. The monitoring
process is based on the analysis of both already developed standardisation and on-going projects
involved in standards, while the mapping with Pledger outputs will be clarified further by the end of
the project and the next release of the document. Through this process the project aims to develop
evaluation and standardisation metrics that will define future standard specifications and contribute to
the monitored standards initiatives. The general scope of the monitoring process is to enhance specific
contributions to relevant standard organisations through the harmonised output of the project and
additionally provide a roadmap for future actions, such as exploiting the project outputs as valuable
inputs to open source community.
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